Varroa mites are a major challenge to honey bee health. For many years varroa could be controlled using Apistan strips. However, many varroa are now resistant to Apistan. There are many alternative control methods. How effective are they and do they harm the bees? LASI research shows that oxalic acid is highly effective in killing varroa, especially when applied via the sublimation method, which can kill 97%. Applying oxalic acid in solution via spraying or dribbling can be effective at killing varroa, but also harms the colonies. Oxalic acid only kills mites sitting on the bodies of the adult bees and so is most effective just before or after Christmas when most hives are broodless. Hygienic behaviour can greatly reduce the build-up of the varroa population inside a colony, and in combination with annual oxalic acid treatment should keep varroa numbers to harmless levels.

The mite, *Varroa destructor*, is a significant problem for honey bee, *Apis mellifera*, colonies. Varroa is native to the Asian honey bee, *Apis cerana*. Varroa does little damage to *A. cerana* as the female mites only breed in capped drone cells, resulting in low mite populations. But in *A. mellifera* the mites can also breed in worker cells and mite populations build to high levels and damage the bees directly. Varroa also vector honey bee viral diseases and this is probably their greatest harm. The main aim of LASI’s varroa research is to determine the effectiveness of different control methods used by beekeepers. We have studied three methods in detail.

Beekeepers have long used oxalic acid and much research has been done on it. However, no project had compared the effectiveness of different doses and application methods. In an experiment using 110 hives we did this. Hives were treated in early January when they were broodless, as oxalic acid kills only varroa sitting on adult bees not those in brood cells. We determined the proportion of mites killed by washing the mites off of a sample of approximately 300 worker bees immediately before and ten days after treatment.

Our results showed that applying oxalic acid directly as a gas via sublimation was superior to application as a solution via spraying or dribbling. Sublimation gave greater varroa kill at lower oxalic acid doses and gave no increase in bee mortality either soon after application or four months later. In fact, colonies treated via sublimation had more brood than untreated control colonies. The sublimation method is also quick and easy because it is applied via the hive entrance. One year later, we retested the sublimation method and obtained the same result. Just 2.25g of oxalic acid per hive kills 97% of the varroa.

The second method we tested was drone brood trapping. Varroa are particularly attracted to drone brood. Our results show that half a frame of drone comb placed into a hive in early spring, when the first drones are being reared, can trap about half the varroa. The third method is via hygienic behaviour. We compared the build-up of the varroa population in hives following oxalic acid treatment. In the 42 study hives, varroa populations increased from as few as seven times to as many as 74 times in one year. Build up was significantly lower in highly hygienic colonies (average 19 times) than non-hygienic colonies (average 45 times).

Overall, our results show that annual treatment with oxalic acid just before or after Christmas, when most hives are broodless, is probably enough to control the varroa population, especially when colonies are also hygienic. Drone brood trapping is less effective. Because only half the mites are killed, one round of mite breeding is enough to restore the population given that a female mite breeding in a worker cell normally has one or two daughters. Killing 97% of the mites using oxalic acid would seem to be about twice as effective. Actually, it is five times as effective as it will take five varroa doublings to build back to the level before treatment.
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